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Richardson’s Clarissa is notable for the shocking rape of it’s title character, but what is often critically
overlooked about the plot is the presence of female accomplices during the crime.  Clarissa’s recollection of
the event is confused, but she notes with horror the participation of women during her rape.  In my thesis, I
examine the significance of Richardson’s use of women in this role through historical and literary analysis. 
My thesis utilizes court records from the Old Bailey Proceedings Online to explore the existence of historical
rape cases involving female accomplices to shed light on Richardson’s use of the women in the novel.  I
also discuss the roles erotic literature and prostitution play in creating these characters.  My research
shows that there is significant historical record to establish female accomplice rape as a common crime in
eighteenth-century London.  While a significant amount of time is spent discussing historical evidence, the
project remains largely about Richardson's choices regarding his novel's plots and characters.  I contend
that the novel is ultimately about gender in relationship to power.  Throughout the thesis, I examine
authorship and the law’s roles in creating each character’s understanding of gender and how these
perceptions affect the rape of Clarissa.
